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Abstract

Wildfire is a natural but often hazardous part of the Alaskan ecosystems. Physically

based wildfire models range from simple relationships used for rapid, in-situ fire behavior
analysis to complex weather models used for prediction over several days and weeks. Physical

models in Alaska, however, often struggle to integrate weather forecast information to make

predictions beyond just a few days. The random forest model explored here is able to leverage
an array of variables to identify days of enhanced and reduced satellite fire detections. Peaks and

lulls in activity are accurately identified, though exact magnitudes are often incorrect, especially
when wildfire suppression efforts occurred. This study emphasizes the use of reanalysis weather

variables in addition to antecedent fire activity, highlighting the usefulness of variables like

vapor pressure deficit for use in quantitative prediction. By applying weather forecast data, the
model generated simulated wildfire forecasts. These forecasts show some success at identifying

peaks and lulls in fire activity. Effective lead time varied widely ranging between 1 and 10 days,
mostly dependent on the weather model performance. By providing specific timing and using
real ensemble forecasts for medium term prediction, a model likes this fills a potential open

niche in fire predictive services. Machine learning may be especially useful for its relative

efficiency and ease of automation.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Wildfire in Alaska

Wildfire is a common and critical part of the Alaskan ecosystem. Over 45 million acres

have burned across the state in the past forty years, correlating to about 12% of the state's land

area (AICC, 2020). The vast majority of these fires occur in the boreal forests of Interior Alaska.
These black and white spruce dominated landscapes support a robust fire ecology with a natural

return interval of roughly 100 years (Hoecker and Higuera, 2019). Less commonly, fires
sometime burn in the cold, wet tundra areas of Southwest Alaska and the North Slope (Higuera

at al., 2011).

The vast majority of land burned in Alaska is from natural lightning ignition, most often
burning in the sparsely populated Interior (AICC, 2020). While most burned area is natural,

smaller human started fires occurring near urban areas, especially in South-Central Alaska, pose
the most direct risk to people (Bhatt et al., 2021). Over the past several years, fires have led to
the destruction of hundreds of homes and cost state and federal agencies millions of dollars in
suppression expenses. On a broader scale, fire has led to increasing days of smoky weather,

degrading summertime air quality. On a larger scale, wildfire can shift ecosystems dynamics and
may help facilitate enhanced ecological change (Wolken et al., 2011).

1.2 Wildfire and Climate Change
Under the influence of arctic amplification, Alaska has experienced substantial

environmental change over the past several decades (Markon et al., 2018). Average temperature

has increased around the state, especially in winter. The fire season has gotten longer and
lightning more frequent (Grabinski and McFarland, 2020). Permafrost is warming and

widespread ecological changes have been observed. Large shifts in ecology and climate have

been reflected in changes in fire regime. The past 20 years have seen a clear and rapid increase in
fire activity with many more acres burned in the past two decades than before (Kelly et al.,

2013). Future climate projections show a complicated path for fire in Alaska. Both extreme

warm temperature and heavy precipitation are likely to increase (Lader et al., 2017). These two
changes could mitigate each other's impact on fire activity in unpredictable ways (Bhatt et al.,
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2021). Despite these complexities, ecologic and climate models predict that clear increases in

wildfire severity and danger are likely to continue throughout the next century (Young et al.,
2016; Veraverbeke et al., 2017). Increased fire is likely to serve as a positive feedback loop for
ecological shifts around the state (Wolken et al., 2011). Within the context of climate changes, it

is more critical now than ever before to improve wildfire prediction.

1.3 Wildfire Prediction in Alaska

Alaska has a complex web of state and federal agencies that control different facets of the

fire management process across different geographic areas of the state (AWFCG, 2020). As a

whole, these agencies rely on semi-centralized predictive services that both broadly predict fire
danger over large areas in addition to hazards and growth related to specific fires. On the largest
scales, different variables are emphasized in forecasts depending on what part of the fire season

is active and what larger synoptic conditions are present (Ziel, 2015b). The active fire season
starts in the spring with wind-driven spread. This part of the season is characterized by dead fine

fuels like grass, dry from the long winter, burning in rapidly spreading, wind-driven fires. The
season then transitions to duff-driven spread in June. Unlike the early season, these fires burn
heavier, woody fuels and mostly spread through the thick boral groundcover called duff. These
fires burn relatively shallowly in the ground cover and are mostly controlled by short term
precipitation and drying. By August, fires are mostly drought-driven. These late-summer fires

have the potential to burn deep into ground cover and spread intensely. Such behavior is

controlled by season long drying and drought and may be totally absent in wetter years. Finally,
the diurnal-driven season ends the fire season in Fall. At this point existing fires begin to slow

and show behavior dependent strongly on diurnal heating as temperatures begin to cool. These
different parts of the season necessitate the prioritization of different predictive variables (Ziel et

al., 2020).

When forecasting fire danger over broad areas, the most useful tool in Alaska,

particularly in the boreal forest, is the Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating System (CFFDRS)

(Ziel et al, 2020). This system uses daily weather variables to calculate many different kinds of
fire danger indices (Van Wagner, 1987). These range from purely fuel based indices such as the

fine fuel moisture code to purely weather-based indices such as the initial spread index. In
2

addition, indices vary from short time scales such as the aforementioned fine fuel moisture code
to long time scales such as the buildup index. Operationally, these indices can be applied in the
field to estimate fire danger in specific types of fuel (Ziel, 2015a; AFMGTG, 2018). On a day-to-

day basis these indices are automatically calculated from ground-based weather stations. Local
managers alongside meteorologists then use them to estimate fire danger for their specific

context.

When fires are observed on the ground, more detailed information may be required. In
these instances, a variety of predictive services are used. In the field, purely statistical models are
often used. Such methods include the use of CFFDRS, fuel type analysis, and terrain to estimate
fire spread rate from precalculated tables (Ziel, 2015a). In a more complex setting, managers can

use computer models to physically model fire behavior. In high impact situations, specialized
experts such as fire behavior analysts and incident meteorologists may be deployed to provide
onsite analysis using both operational fire spread and weather models. Such models include the

Fire Areas Simulator (FARSITE) and the Fire Spread Probability model (FSPro) which are
included in the US Wildland Fire Decision Support System (Noonan-Wright et al., 2011).
FARSITE ties together a large variety of individual physical fire behavior models including

ground spread models, crowning behavior models, vegetation drying estimations, digital
elevation models, and more. It then ingests weather forecast information from the National
Weather Service grids to generate predictions. FARSITE predictions are output as deterministic
burn polygons from an existing fire perimeter. These polygons are indexed to specific time

intervals. Because the complexity of these interacting models, errors in weather and environment

information tend to accumulate in longer forecast periods. For this reason, FARSITE is not
generally perceived as useful in Alaska beyond 3 to 5 days (R. Ziel, personal communication,

February 11th, 2021). FSPro works on a broader time scale than FARSITE. It also integrates
many individual fires spread models, but rather than applying weather forecast information it

generates many possible forecasts from local climatology (Noonan-Wright et al., 2011). The
climate scenarios are used to produce a range of possibilities for fire growth over several weeks.
The model outputs fire polygons with burn probabilities over the forecast period. FSPro has a
much longer forecast period than FIRESITE but lacks the fine timing details and does not

integrate current weather forecasts. While lacking detail, the longer period of FSPro can be vital
3

for organizing complex logistics in rural Alaska (AWFCG, 2012). There is a gap between these

models where weather forecast data could be directly applied beyond the short forecast period of
FARSITE while providing more precise information than the climate-based information FSPro

allows. Abatzoglou and Kolden found that the specifics of daily weather conditions were critical
to fire prediction in Alaska, indicating it merited more focus in long term forecasting (2011).

1.4 Machine Learning and Wildfire Prediction
Early research in wildfire behavior mostly consisted of simple statistical models applied
to fire growth rates. These most often took the form of simple spread rate calculations based on
variables such as temperature and windspeed (Sullivan, 2009a; Potter, 2012). Such

straightforward connections are still useful for in-situ wildfire prediction. As time progressed,
models moved beyond pure statistics to direct physical modeling of fire behavior (Sullivan,
2009b). These models attempt to model fire behavior, terrain, vegetation, and the atmosphere to

generate wildfire predictions. Models range from rather simple, fuel focused models such the

CFFDRS to highly complex coupled models such as FARSITE. Such physical models vary
widely depending on their purpose. Some fire models strive to predict daily wildfire spread while
other focus on aspects such as aerosol transport or flame behavior.

Broadly speaking, machine learning is any kind of algorithm that is able to improve its

own performance doing some task (Jain et al., 2020). Machine learning algorithms can execute
tasks, such as predicting wildfire growth, without being explicitly programmed to do so.

Learning can be done via many methods. In general, supervised machine learning is when a
model is given a specific variable to predict, like temperature, then given some number of other
variables to generate predictions from. Unsupervised machine learning is when an algorithm is

given a dataset and asked to find connections and relationships within the data. In any case,

machine learning is based on giving the model a subset of available data, termed ‘training data',
and leaving out the rest of the data, termed ‘test data', to generate validation statistics. This step

is necessary because all machine learning is prone to model overfitting, meaning it may perform

well on the training set but fail when exposed to new situations. Machine learning algorithms
vary widely in their construction. They can range from simple categorizing decisions trees to
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highly complex neural networks. In all cases, machine learning is a statistical approach. While it

is often useful for finding relationships, it cannot be used to directly prove physical causation.

In some ways, the introduction of machine learning is a fusion of the physical and
statistical paradigms. Machine learning, an inherently statistical approach, can be laid on top of
physical weather and fire models to make predictions. Jain et al. provides a detailed overview of

the application of machine learning in wildfire science (2020). In summary, supervised machine
learning is often used to describe fire danger and generate fire spread predictions. These models

can be built upon direct observations or fire model output. Unsupervised learning is best applied
to mapping and fire detection purposes. Jain et al. points to the great potential that machine

learning holds for wildfire science but cautions against its careless application (2020).

In Alaska specifically, Coffield et al. applied machine learning to predict the total burned
area of Alaskan boreal fires at ignition (2019). Their research included many possible variables

such as terrain, weather, fuel conditions, and vegetation cover. They looked at these variables
over a variety of time periods around ignition. They ultimately concluded that a simple

classification decision tree model was the best machine learning algorithm for their use case. In

fact, the decision tree only had to use two variables (spruce fraction and vapor pressure deficit)
to reasonably classify fires into three size categories. This paper highlights some of the unique

challenges of applying machine learning to fire in Alaska, including sparse data coverage,
limited fire growth data, climate change, and inconsistent vegetation cover.

1.5 Opportunities for Machine Learning in Alaska
As previously mentioned, fire forecasting falls into two broad camps. Index based fire

danger indices, derived from observations and weather model data, are used for general fire
forecasting on both short and long-time scales. When a specific fire is identified, physical fire

spread models are used to assist in fire management. There are several gaps to be filled in current
forecasting capabilities. Forecasting ignition and lightning is one broad area of interest (Bieniek

et al., 2020). There is also a great opportunity for the integration of more short- and long-term

weather forecast information. While there are some broad seasonal climate predictions available,
they often give a loose, qualitative picture. Such products are difficult to act upon. There is a real
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need for quantitative medium- and long-term fire forecasts based on physical weather predictions
that can better allow for management and logistics planning.

In this context, there are many possible applications for machine learning. For example,

genetic algorithms could be applied to improve fire spread models as studies covered in Jain et
al. did in other contexts (2020). Neural networks could be applied to improve fire detection.

Random forest models could be applied to improve general fire danger mapping. Building off of
the earlier work of Coffield et al. (2019) and Abatzoglou and Kolden (2011), it was decided to
focus on quantitative forecasting for individual fires with a 1 to 2 week forecast period. Such a
product, leveraging weather forecast data, can both reveal information about fire growth factors

and provide rough quantitative forecasts. This product could be applied to create rapid and

applicable forecasts, providing further context for management operations. These factor in mind;
the goal of this study is to explore the application of machine learning for real-time medium-term

fire growth forecasting in Alaska. This process includes the construction of a fire growth

database and associated predictor variables, the application of a machine learning algorithm, and
the exploration of archived forecasting data to simulate real world predictions.

6

Chapter 2 Methods

2.1 Database Construction

Data selection and formatting is perhaps the most important part of any machine learning
project (Jain et al., 2020). At the most basic level, machine learning algorithms all depend on

large quantities of numeric and categorical data. Past research was consulted to include as many
variables as possible to describe the conditions that control daily fire behavior (Duffy et al.,

2005; Potter, 2012; Hayasaka et al., 2016; Coffield et al., 2019; Ziel et al., 2020). It should be
noted that the inclusion of too many variables, particularly co-correlated variables, holds the risk

overfitting and variable redundancy, complicating importance metrics. For these reasons, the
variables are broken into smaller subsets for much of the analysis. This process took special

focus on weather and climate variables because they are the easiest to measure and predict on a

daily basis. Important local variables like terrain, hydrology, and specific vegetation composition
are hard to generalize over large areas so were generally not included.

2.2 Measuring Fire Activity
When trying to predict daily wildfire activity, creating a numeric measure of daily

wildfire activity is an obvious necessity. Some measure with regular, consistent methodology
over a large area and time is required. Remote sensing products fill this role best (Abid, 2020).

For Alaska, there are two different polar orbiting instruments that reliably provide fire detection
data: Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Visible Infrared Imaging

Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) (Ziel et al., 2020). Each of these instruments are on two different
satellites, and each satellite fully covers Alaska about twice a day. MODIS is a lower resolution

(1000 meter) instrument launched in the late 1990's and VIIRS is a higher resolution (750
meters) instrument launched in early 2010's. Products from both of these satellites use infrared
light interpreted through an algorithm to generate distinct point detections of active fires (Giglio

et al., 2016). While such detections may be obscured by smoke or clouds, both satellites produce

a longer, more continuous, and higher resolution record of fire activity than any ground-based
source.
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In addition to these sources, there are other databases which attempt to measure fire

activity. The Arctic Boreal and Vulnerability Experiment (ABoVE) fire database, for example,
combines MODIS observation with final fire perimeters to estimate daily acreage burned on any
given fire (Loboda, 2018). A similar measure could be estimated via the use of daily operational

fire reports. Such reports, however, are sporadic and often contain errors or inconsistent

measurements. As a measure of fire activity, acreage burned may be useful for some operational
cases, but it likely misses some information on fire intensity that may be reflected in MODIS
counts (Giglio et al. 2016). Since the ABoVE database is ultimately MODIS derived it likely

suffers from many of the same biases (i.e., undercount due to cloud cover and smoke) without

providing increased benefit for this use case. There are some projects that show great promise in
further refining MODIS algorithms for the unique Alaskan environment such as the VIIRS I-

band Fire Detection Algorithm for High Latitudes (VIFDAHL) (Waigl et al., 2017).

Unfortunately, none of these products are available at broad enough time or spatial scales needed
for machine learning application.

Using MODIS counts alone is the simplest method available and it provides the longest,

continuous record possible for the entire state since 2003. For this reason, total MODIS counts
for a fire on a given day were chosen to represent daily wildfire activity in this study. Considered

in aggregate, total MODIS counts have been shown to correlate well with wildfire growth,

though this may vary widely on the scale of any given fire (Ziel at al., 2020). In reality, total
MODIS counts likely represent some mix of fire growth and intensity. Furthermore, clouds and

smoke can have significant effects on local MODIS counts. On the scale of individual satellite

passes, this effect can be severe, but on the scale of regional and seasonal activity, it can be
negligible. The daily metric discussed here likely represent a middle ground. As the aggregate of
four individual MODIS passes, the daily metric used here likely helps mitigate some of the cloud
cover bias. That said, cloud cover and smoke are likely still significant factors that adds noise to

the data. With these caveats in mind, MODIS data remains the best available source of daily

wildfire activity broadly available in Alaska. The direct inclusion of predictor variables like
cloud cover may help the algorithm correct for these biases. MODIS counts for Alaska were

downloaded from the NASA fire information database (NASA, 2001). Fire perimeter polygons
were downloaded from the Alaska Interagency Coordination Center and represent the best
8

possible estimate of burned area on any given fire (AICC, 2020). This database encompasses
over 294,000 MODIS detections and 2,255 unique fire polygons.

In order to generate a complete database of daily wildfire activity, MODIS counts were

associated with unique fire polygons using QGIS (2020). A buffer of 500 meters was added to
each polygon to account for the resolution of MODIS (Giglio et al., 2016). Polygons were also

separated by year to ensure every MODIS detection was associated with only one fire. In cases
where polygons overlapped within the same year, the top polygon as defined in the AICC

database was assigned to the given MODIS point. These cases are very rare as AICC endeavors
to consolidate polygons wherever possible so such instances should not bias the results. Once

associated with a given fire, the total number of counts on a given day were summed to create a
total MODIS count for every individual fire on a given day. All times were adjusted to Alaska
Daylight Time (UTC-8:00) the native UTC time in the files to better align with the diurnal cycle

in Alaska. Zero days were inserted into fire records to ensure every fire had a continuous record
from the first date of detection to last. That means in this database fire records do not necessarily
start at ignition but rather the first day of MODIS detection. Similarly, fire records end at the last
MODIS detection rather than when they are declared out. This method generated a total of

26,169 active ‘fire days' where each ‘fire day' represents a day where a given fire was active.

2.3 Weather Variables
Past research in Alaska has uncovered a large number of weather variables relevant for
fire growth (Abatzoglou and Kolden, 2011; Hayasaka et al., 2016; Coffield et al., 2019). To

provide a broad look at possible data sources, this study used data from both model reanalysis
and operational station data. For reanalysis data, ERA5 reanalysis from the European Center for
Medium Range Weather Forecasting was chosen. ERA5 is a state-of-the-art reanalysis (as of

writing in 2021) that builds upon ERA Interim which was shown to be the most accurate
reanalysis for fire relevant variables around Alaska (Lader et al., 2016; Herbasch et al., 2020).
Preliminary validation of ERA5 in the arctic shows promising results and broadly cements it as
the best reanalysis for the region (Graham et al., 2019). While reanalysis is unlikely to capture
highly local effects, numerical weather models are unlikely to as well. Since this model is

intended to be applied to larger scale weather model predictions, the use of reanalysis is
9

appropriate. Variables for ERA5 were downloaded from the Copernicus database at an hourly
resolution with times converted to Alaska Daylight Time (UTC-8:00) from UTC (Copernicus,
2017). Weather variables were attached to fires by pairing ERA5 grid cells to the mean point of

MODIS detections for any given fire on a given day. For days with zero MODIS detections, the

last known mean point was used. While such a method could cause issues with fires with

multiple active fronts of equal activity, such instances are rare in the dataset, and the distances
are small in comparison to the ERA5 grid cell size of 0.28 degrees.

As mentioned earlier, many weather variables impact fire growth and intensity. To
properly capture this picture, several variables from ERA5 were calculated from hourly data and
paired to fires on a daily basis. These variables included: maximum temperature, average

windspeed, maximum wind gust, maximum vapor pressure deficit, minimum dewpoint, average
cloud cover fraction, total precipitation, average surface solar radiation, and the total totals

instability index. Note that many of these variables represent the extremes of the day. These were

chosen because the extremes of variables like temperature and moisture often better predict fire
behavior than daily averages (Potter, 2012; Van Wagner 1987). In addition, the use of extremes

better correlates to operational practice in the state of using the local 14:00 observations for fire
behavior analysis. The coarse resolution of reanalysis, however, likely underestimates the
magnitude of extremes that may locally occur.

In addition to reanalysis weather variables, station weather variables were also retrieved

to provide a comparison. Station data is most often used operationally to generate fire behavior

predictions and make management decisions (Ziel, 2015b). For Alaska, this data is tracked and
archived by the Alaska Fire and Fuels website run by MesoWest (2021). This website was used
to retrieve daily station observation from around the state. Due to limited coverage and

instrumentation, these stations represent a narrower picture than reanalysis. Only relative
humidity, temperature, vapor pressure deficit, wind speed, and 24-hour total precipitation are
included. Critically, variables like cloud cover are not consistently observed. In addition, the data
used here corresponds to the 14:00 local time observation hour, which aligns with operational
observations used to generate fire forecasts. This data is the most consistently archived data set

and was chosen to best correspond to operational practice. However, the station data is not
10

directly comparable to ERA5. Similar to ERA5, stations were paired to fires by pairing the

closest station to the mean location of MODIS points for a given fire on a given day. This pairing
means that the paired station could sometimes be a substantial distance (perhaps more than
100km in extreme cases) from the fire itself, often making ERA5 a better source for local

conditions.

2.4 Fuel Conditions
While weather is an important driver of wildfire behavior, all fire is ultimately driven by
the distribution and conditions of fuel. The CFFDRS discussed earlier attempts to describe
different fuel conditions and their relative fire danger. To capture this information, CFFDRS was
integrated from two different source. Essentially the entire CFFDRS was used including: Initial

Spread Index (ISI), Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC), Build Up Index (BUI), Drought Code
(DC), and Duff Moisture Code (DMC). First, CFFDRS derived from ERA5 was downloaded
from the Copernicus database (Vitolo et al., 2019). It is important to note that these calculations
can vary greatly from operational calculations because the ERA5 calculations are not reset in the

spring, hence data artifacts from the winter may carry over. This discrepancy's impact is
mitigated because winter conditions have been shown to have little effect on the fire season in

Alaska (Duffy et al., 2005). Still, the relative usefulness of the index should be discernable by a

machine learning algorithm. Second, the same CFFDRS indices were downloaded from the
operational MesoWest archives calculated at the same stations used for weather variables
(MesoWest, 2021). Both the ERA5 and station indices were paired with fires on a daily basis

using their respective pairing methods described earlier. It is important to note that the ERA5
based indices are based off of solar noon while the station-based indices are based off of 14:00
Alaska time observations, meaning they are not directly comparable.

In addition to CFFDRS indices, it is important to have some information about the fuel

type. Using the Alaska Fuels guide, it is clear that perhaps no other variable influences fire
behavior as strongly as fuel type (AFMGTG, 2018). Fuels in Alaska vary greatly in type and
burnability, so it is difficult to assign a single fuel in a way that is useful for machine learning.

The LandFire database has good spatial coverage and resolutions but has been shown to be
problematic and inconsistent for boreal vegetation (Smith et al., 2021). Coffield et al. showed
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that a simple, broad measure of fuel type likely works best (2019). Following their lead, fuel type

was reported simply as a conifer fraction as measured in an 8-kilometer radius around the mean
MODIS detection point for a given fire on a given day. This information was determined using

NLCD 2001 to ensure that no fire scars appeared during the observation period (MRLCC, 2001).
Compared to LandFire, NLCD 2001 has relatively low resolution with few vegetation categories.

However, its accuracy is generally high for boreal landscapes and its broad categories are
sufficient for the simpler metric desired here (Selkowitz, 2011). It is important to note this metric

does not necessarily measure vegetation near the fire front on a given day, nor does it necessarily
identify specific vegetation type. Rather it establishes a crude estimate of spruce fraction similar
to the one in Coffield et al (2019). A more complex model could leverage more detailed and

accurate vegetation information to generate or more complete picture of the physical
environment.

2.5 Weather and Climate Indices
In addition to the above local variables, it is often useful to connect processes like fire
activity to climate indices. For example, there has been some past success correlating large scale

fire season activity to some global climate teleconnections (Duffy et al, 2005). Such indices can

be useful because they are often easier to predict over long, seasonal forecast periods than more

local variables. That said, the model presented here is meant to model fire at the daily level, so
slowly varying climate indices such as the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) are unlikely to

add value. To reach a middle ground, several short- and medium-term climate indices were
added to the model including the North Atlantic Oscillation, Pacific North Atlantic index, and

Arctic Oscillation. These indices were all gathered from Climate Prediction Center archives

(NWS, 2012).

As an additional measure of fuel moisture, Standardized Precipitation and

Evapotranspiration Index (SPEI) calculation were added to the dataset. This measure represents

the precipitation minus evaporation on a given day normalized to climate averages. Past research

has shown it to be a useful metric in large scale fire prediction in Alaska (Ziel, et al. 2020). SPEI
was calculated using the standard Climate Indices package from the National Integrated Drought
Information System (Adams, 2017). Using ERA5 data, total evaporation for a given grid cell was
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simply subtracted from total precipitation and the results were then run through the SPI

calculator to generate SPEI maps. The calculators code was slightly modified to handle negative
values. SPEI values were generated for 1-, 3-, 7-, 14-, and 31-day antecedent periods. SPEI value

were paired to fires using the same method as other ERA5 data.

2.6 Fire History

Fire behavior is an inherently cumulative process. An already large fire is going to grow
differently than a small fire subjected to the same environmental conditions. As such, it is

important to include some measure of wildfire history when predicting wildfire activity.

Additionally, wildfire behavior is often nonlinear and inconsistent, so simply converting the
predictor variable to something proportional (such as percentage growth) does not adequately

solve this problem (Sullivan, 2009b). To address this problem, a number of methods were

attempted. These included adding the previous days MODIS count, the MODIS count several
days before, and the average MODIS count for varying period of time before the prediction day.

Ultimately, simply giving the model the previous day MODIS count was the simplest and
yielded the best results. This way the model can learn to scale a certain day's activity based on
the previous day's activity. It is critical to note, however, that this inclusion creates a serious

source of autocorrelation. While not necessarily a problem for model accuracy, it can seriously
bias the model's timing and bias any kind of derived importance metrics. The exact model

structure discussed latter was chosen to help minimize autocorrelation.

2.7 Model Selection

There are a large number of machines learning algorithms that can be used for regression

ranging from simple decision trees to complex neural networks. Jain et al. describes the wide
number of machines learning algorithms available (2020). Fire spread prediction, such as the
goal for this study, lends itself to a particularly large number of machine learning algorithms. In
general, studies that try to predict specific wildfire behavior or spread spatially over a landscape
benefit from more complex algorithms such as neural networks and genetic algorithms. Simpler

tasks such as fire size and daily growth prediction perform best with simpler models such as

random forest and simple decision trees. Random forest and simple decision tree models are also
often used to characterize fire danger and landscape characteristics.
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The specific characteristics of this project lend themselves well to the use of a random
forest algorithm. Random forest is a type of supervised machine learning, meaning it has an

explicit training variable, that uses an ensemble of decision trees to make predictions (Breiman,

2001). A decision tree is essentially a flow chart of variables leading to a given model prediction.

Given branches in a decision tree are usually generated by looking at the homogeneity or
variance of the available predictors. The data is then split and revaluated for the next branch. A

random forest ensemble is generated by creating many decisions trees for every branch based on
random subsets of the data space both in terms of available variables and data entries, a process
termed bagging. These trees are then averaged at each branch to form a single ensemble decision

tree that can be used to make predictions. Due to the random bagging process, random forest
models are particularly robust against overfitting. This is a useful characteristic for a dataset such

as the one created here where there is a large variable space in which many variables are
correlated together. In addition, the ensemble process provides an easy way to measure variable
importance, though the autocorrelation issues discussed earlier complicate the interpretation of

any importance metric. Finally, in comparison to more complex algorithms, random forest is

relatively efficient to train and make predictions, simplifying the research process.

For the above reasons, random forest was chosen as the machine learning algorithm for
this study. The algorithm was implemented using the Scikit Learn random forest regressor

function in python (Pedregosa, 2011). The daily MODIS count on a given fire was used as the

training variable for supervision; all other variables were given as possible predictors. For the
most part, default parameters were used with the exception of the number of estimator trees per
node being set to 100 and the maximum tree depth being set to 20. These values are somewhat

arbitrary but were chosen as a tradeoff between model performance and accuracy via trial and
error. Mean squared error was selected as the optimization variable, as it is the most used metric
for random forest regression (Breiman, 2001). To test the impact of particular parameter

selection, random grid hyper parameter tuning was performed (Bergstra & Bengio, 2012). This
method takes a grid of possible parameters and runs the model for all the possible combinations
to estimate the best set of parameters to use. Testing parameters for tree depth, estimator number,
bootstrapping, minimum sample split, maximum feature number, and minimum samples per leaf

found no significant improvement over the parameters described earlier (See Appendix Figure
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A1). In addition to parameter selection, some preliminary comparisons were done comparing
these model results to the results obtained using the same dataset with simple decision trees,
gradient boosted modeling, and artificial neural networks. None of these models showed

significantly better results than the random forest algorithm.

2.8 Forecast Generation

Training the model to predict MODIS detections via observed and reanalysis weather

variables is essentially giving the model a ‘perfect' weather forecast. Additionally, the model

always knows the previous day fire activity with certainty, but this information would only be
known for a 1-day forecast in real application. Many useful, more comprehensive tools already

exist for 1 day prediction, so it is important to see how well the model performs when looking

over longer periods. To accomplish this, the model was modified for the purposes of validation

to ‘reforecast' individual fires using its own predictions beyond 1 day. This is done by feeding
the previous day fire activity for the first day of a fire as zero, and then using the model's own

previous day predictions in subsequent days. This requires the model to be run on a daily basis
rather than running all days for given fire validation at once.

Taking forecasting a step further, one could also simulate the weather forecasting

component for a given fire. Such an experiment was achieved by training the model only on
weather data parameters available in ERA5 that have direct analogues with archived ECMWF
weather model parameters. For this purpose, archived ECMWF model forecast data was

downloaded from the The International Grand Global Ensemble (TIGGE) database for some
selected wildfire examples (Buizza & ECMWF, 2014). Forecast information was downloaded
for all 50 ensemble members over forecast periods of two weeks throughout a fire's life. The

complexity and size of archived ensemble forecast data required limiting the analysis to only a
few select fires (See Appendix Table A1). For prediction on a given fire, the ‘perfect' forecast of

ERA5 was replaced with ECMWF weather forecast information. This approach simulates real
world application for a medium-term forecasting situation, allowing the model performance to be

appraised on real world examples. Since the model data is trained on ERA5 but predictions are
made using the ECMWF weather model, there is likely some bias from differences in model
physics. Ideally, the model would instead be trained on ECMWF weather model reforecasts, but
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such data is not easily or continuously available for use in this study. Thankfully, ERA5 is based
on the initialization for the ECMWF weather model, so they should share similar error

characteristics relative to observation (Hersbach et al., 2020).
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Chapter 3 Results

3.1 Model Performance

To generate measures of model performance, the random forest model was trained on the
entire database using 20-fold cross validation (Kohavi, 1995). This method randomly separates

the dataset into 20 equally sized chunks and then trains the model on 19 chunks at a time using
the remaining data as the test dataset. This method allows for the creation of a distribution of

model performance, giving a better picture of model variance and accuracy than a single run
alone provides. It also further mitigates model overfitting. To test model performance using

different subsets of the predictor space, several data subsets were created. These subsets roughly
follow along the data sources discussed earlier (see Table 1) and combinations of these various

categories. The ‘forecast variables' subset is a special subset of the ERA5 weather variables

made up of variables analogous to those found in the ECMWF weather forecast model.

Coefficient of determination (R2) was used to compare the subset performance. Autocorrelation
issues with previous day fire activity likely inflates the values of R2 but it remains a useful metric

for comparison if not for its absolute value. These subsets are tested in their entirety including all

‘fire days' generated in the database, so the performance observed here essentially represents the
models 1-day performance for all fire events given a ‘perfect' weather forecast.

The results for the subset analysis can be seen in Figure 1. In this figure the baseline

represents a persistence model containing only the previous day fire activity. Any subset that

does not significantly improve upon this baseline essentially adds no forecast value. The
persistence baseline has both the lowest median model performance and the largest model

variance, indicating weak skill. The all-variables model has the highest median performance and
relatively low variance. Its median R2 of about 0.6 is good for a process as complex as wildfire

growth. In general, the ERA5 based subsets outperform the corresponding station-based subsets.
This observation is especially significant when looking at the weather variables alone. Climate

indices add negligible value for ERA5 and greater but still non-significant value for station
subsets. Its unsurprising that the ocean-based indices add little value, as their impact is likely

replicated in daily surface variables. SPEI's lack of skill is more surprising as it might have been

expected to add value by providing a direct metric of long-term drying. The inclusion of
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CFFDRS does not add value when using ERA5 data but does add significant value when using
station data. The performance of ERA5 likely derives from several sources. First the closest
station may be very close or very far from a given fire, while the paired ERA5 grid cell is nearly

guaranteed to contain the active fire. Second the station data only gives a small snapshot of
activity at single point and time in space while the ERA5 derived data tends to look over broader

time and space. Lastly, the ERA5 data contains many important variables, like cloud cover,

which are not represented in station observations. Critically the forecasting variables subset is
not significantly worse than the all-variables subset despite containing less than 1/5th the number

of variables.

Table 1: A description of the included variables in each predictor subset.

Subset
Baseline
ERA5 Weather

ERA5 CFFDRS
Station Weather
Station CFFDRS

Climate Indices
Forecast Variables

Predictor Subsets
Included Variables
Previous day MODIS
Previous day MODIS, Conifer Fraction, and ERA5 derived: Maximum
Temperature, Maximum Wind Gust, Average Wind Speed, Total
Totals Index, Total Precipitation, Surface Solar Radiation, Average
Cloud Cover Fraction, Minimum Dewpoint, Maximum Vapor Pressure
Deficit
Previous day MODIS, Conifer Fraction and ERA5 derived: ISI, FFMC,
DMC, DC, BUI
Previous day MODIS, Conifer Fraction, and Station derived: Total
Precipitation, Temperature, Relative Humidity, Wind Speed
Previous day MODIS, Conifer Fraction and Station derived: ISI,
FFMC, DMC, DC, BUI
Previous day MODIS, Conifer Fraction, AO, NAO, PNA, and ERA5
derived SPEI measures for: 1-, 3-, 7-, 14-, and 31- days
Previous day MODIS, Conifer Fraction, and ERA5 derived: Maximum
Temperature, Average Wind Speed, Total Precipitation, Average Cloud
Cover Fraction, Minimum Dewpoint, Maximum Vapor Pressure
Deficit
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Figure 1: A boxplot of the R2 distribution for 20-fold cross validation with the model trained
on different subsets of the database. The boxes represent the inner quartile ranges with
whiskers extending to the outer quartile. The median of each box is highlighted in orange.
Open circles represent outliers.

Since the forecast variable's subset is not significantly worse than using the whole dataset

and it represents the data that can be leveraged for simulated real time forecasts, this subset was
used for further importance analysis. This subset has the added benefit of being much smaller

meaning it runs much more efficiently than the larger subsets. To better understand the

importance of individual variables. The model was repeatedly trained on the forecasting
variables subset with a single variable removed. 20-fold cross validation was used as before to
generate distributions of model performance. The results for this are shown in Figure 2. These
results clearly show the importance of the previous day activity. Without this one variable, R2

becomes less than half its previous value and the model performs worse than the persistence

baseline. In contrast the removal of any other variable alone does not significantly change the
results compared to including the entire subset. To further investigate variable importance, a set
of two variable models were trained using the forecasting variables subset and compared via 20
fold cross validation. Each of these models contained the previous day fire activity and one other
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variable. The results for this analysis can be seen in Figure 3. Most of the two variable models

were unable to significantly outperform the single variable baseline except the ones including
vapor pressure deficit, precipitation, and cloud cover. This result likely indicates the relative

importance of these variables to wildfire spread. It is important to note however that no two
variable model approaches the skill of the full subset performance. Additionally, the gap between
these two variable models is generally much less than the gap between them and the full subset

model. This separation implies that no single variable dominates wildfire spread, rather there is

important value to be gained by including many of them. However, it is always important to
recognize that the results shown here are purely statistical relationships and may not necessarily
have a physical connection or applicability to a given fire.

Figure 2: A boxplot of the R2 distribution for 20-fold cross validation trials training on the
‘Forecasting Variables' subset with the single listed variable removed.
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Figure 3: A boxplot of the R2 distribution for 20-fold cross validation trials training with the
previous day MODIS count and the other listed variable.

3.2 Forecast Case Study 1: Rock Fire

In order the better understand model performance in real world examples, several case

studies were analyzed. The Rock fire occurred during the highly active 2015 fire season near the
village of Hughes in northwest Interior Alaska. The fire was active for about 50 days from late
June through August and burned well over 100,000 acres. The fire provides a good test case for

model performance because it burned over a long period, through spruce forest, with relatively
little human intervention. These facts allow for forecast creation over a long period of time with

relatively few confounding variables.

To generate model predictions, the random forest model was trained on the entire
available dataset excluding the case study fire. Only the forecast variable subset was used to
allow for later application of weather forecast data. Figure 4 showcases the model results given

all the available information, including previous day fire information. This view essentially

shows the model performance for a 1-day forecast with ‘perfect' weather information. As

previously, the ‘baseline' represents a simple persistence forecast. Overall, the machine learning
results compare favorably with observations. The large peaks are captured well and there are no
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major false positives in the prediction. Comparing with the persistence baseline, however, there

is some instance of the previous day fire information biasing the peak timing. This can be seen in
the peak around day 23 and the peak around day 35. Moving a step further, Figure 5 shows the

model performance when the previous day fire activity is withheld (decoupling from the

baseline), forcing the model to use its own prediction for the previous day. This format simulates
forecasts longer than 1 -day. The skill of machine learning is clearly reduced in this case. The

peak magnitude is much less likely to match. The peak near day 5 is overestimated while other
peaks are greatly underestimated. Peak timing, however, is generally preserved or even improved
without the autocorrelation bias of the baseline. The overestimated first peak is particularly
interesting. Looking at the fire response records, on the ground suppression happened during the

first ten days of the fire, consistent with the model's overestimate, and was much reduced for the
rest of the fire's life (AICC, 2020). In this sense, the overestimated peak may reflect what the fire

could have been without suppression. While overall skill is degraded, there does not appear to be
serious error propagation in the results.

Figure 4: Timeline on the Rock fire daily MODIS counts showing observed values,
persistence baseline values, and modeled values training on the ‘forecast variables' subset.
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Figure 5: Timeline on the Rock fire daily MODIS counts showing observed values,
persistence baseline values, and modeled values training on the ‘forecast variables' subset,
uncoupled from the previous day activity.

Applying archived weather forecast data to the model prediction simulates a real-life

forecasting situation. Figures 6, 7, and 8 show several panels of simulated two-week forecasts for
the Rock fire using archived ECMWF weather forecast data. Figure 6 shows a two-week forecast

from the first MODIS detection. The forecast data does a good job predicting the first modeled
peak and the subsequent fall at around day 10. Subsequent forecasts further refined the forecast

and more closely matched the ‘perfect' forecast results. Figure 7 shows the forecast accurately
predicting the peak around day 18 with about a 7-day lead time. It also correctly forecast the
subsequent decline but does not capture the second peak. Subsequent forecasts continued to

accurately predict the first peak but not the second one for this period, indicating some lacking

variable in the weather forecast. The final panel in Figure 8 show the forecast totally missing the

large peak near day 35 with about a 7-day lead time. Subsequent forecasts barely increase the
skill of this result. In general, this example shows that the ECMWF based forecasts vary widely

in skill when applied to the machine learning model. Some peak fire activity is often predicted
well, but other peaks are totally missed, even some peaks that would have been at least

moderately well forecast with ‘perfect' information. Several other case studies such as the
Isahutila and Dulbi Flats fires (See Table A1) show similar error characteristics to the Rock fire
with few false positives and accurate timing but larger error in magnitudes.
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Figure 6: Timeline on the Rock fire daily MODIS counts showing observed values,
persistence baseline values, and 2-week forecasts generated using archived ECMWF weather
model data from day 0.

Figure 7: Same as in Figure 6 from day 12.
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Figure 8: Same as in Figure 6 from day 27.

3.3 Forecast Case Study 2: Tonclonukna Creek Fire

The Tonclonukna creek fire burned during the 2009 fire season in Southwest Interior

Alaska near the village of Nikolai. Like the Rock fire, it burned over a long period of time with
relatively little suppression within a continuous spruce-based stand. These facts make it an ideal

scenario for the machine learning algorithm. In contrast to the Rock example, Tonclonukna has a
much more sporadic MODIS history, complicating model performance. Figure 9 shows the 1

day ‘perfect' information model performance. Similar to the Rock example, the model overall
has good skill, accurately predicting fire peak location and prolonged zero periods. It once again,

however, struggles with peak magnitude, such as with the peak around day 15 and especially
with the sporadic fire activity around day 60. The influence of bias from the baseline is also

clear, shifting the timing of several peaks to later days. Figure 10 shows the performance when
withholding the previous day fire activity. The general shape is once again preserved, but the

skill in exact magnitude is degraded. This issue is especially clear in the underestimation of the
peak around day 15, overestimation around day 45, and underestimation around day 63. Overall,

however, the model continuous to accurately predict prolonged zero periods.
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Figure 9: Timeline on the Tonclonukna Creek fire daily MODIS counts showing observed
values, persistence baseline values, and modeled values training on the ‘forecast variables'

Figure 10: Timeline on the Tonclonukna Creek fire daily MODIS counts showing observed
values, persistence baseline values, and modeled values training on the ‘forecast variables'
subset, uncoupled from the previous day activity.

Looking at simulated forecasts, Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 show several simulated twoweek forecasts for the Tonclonukna fire using archived ECMWF weather forecast data. In
general, this example shows similar skill to the Rock example. Peak locations are generally well

placed, but magnitude accuracy varies widely. Figure 11 shows an interesting example where

peaks near day 15 are strongly under forecast even with only a few days of lead time. The same
forecast shows a false increase at the end of the period, though later forecasts correct this error.

Figure 12 illustrates how the model correctly forecasts the transition from a sustained zero period

to active growth around day 38 with a 7-day lead time. Later forecasts better account for the

sustained rise in activity. Figure 13 shows how the sharp peak near day 50 is accurately captured
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a few days in advance, but the peak around day 55 is not forecast with about a 7-day lead time.

Later forecasts reveal this peak is not forecast until only a couple day in advance. The last panel,
Figure 14, shows how the final peak near day 72 is not captured even with only a 5-day lead
time. This peak is only captured with a day or two of lead time. Overall, these results show that

effective lead time for peaks in fire activity vary widely from essentially no lead time to accurate
forecasts over a week in advance. While false negatives are common, false positive peaks are

very rare. Since most of the missed peaks are seen in the simulated forecast put not the ‘perfect'

weather scenario, most of the error is likely from the ECMWF weather forecast rather than the

random forest model. The Minto Flats South fire (see Table A1) shows similar error
characteristics to the Tonclonukna fire where it was difficult to forecast periods of sporadic
activity but overall, the prediction of zero periods was very good.

Figure 11: Timeline on the Tonclonukna Creek fire daily MODIS counts showing observed
values, persistence baseline values, and 2-week forecasts generated using archived ECMWF
weather model data from day 0.
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Figure 12: Same as in Figure 11 from day 33.

Figure 13: Same as in Figure 11 from day 45
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Figure 14: Same as in Figure 11 from day 66.

3.4 Forecast Case Study 3: Funny River

The Funny River fire burned early in the fire season, starting in mid-May 2014. It also

burned in beetle-killed spruce stands near Soldotna on the Kenai Peninsula. Being close to a
populated area, the fire experienced extensive suppression and media coverage. Its growth was
rather explosive, burning about 100,000 acres in a week. This fire's fuel type, location, and

human intervention all differentiate it from the other case studies. Figure 15 shows the 1-day
‘perfect' information model performance. Like the other case studies, the prediction tracks
observations relatively well, though a timing bias from the baseline is particularly noticeable

around day 3. Figure 16 shows the results uncoupled from the baseline. The uncoupled results
are significantly different, totally missing the peaks and over forecasting the long zero period

after day 8. This may be an indication of strong error propagation not seen in the other cases

studies. Poor model performance may be derived from several factor including strong human
suppression and unusual fuels compared to most of the training set. In contrast to the Rock fire,

the high flammability of beetle-kill likely outweighed suppression leading to underprediction.
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Figure 15: Timeline on the Funny River fire daily MODIS counts showing observed values,
persistence baseline values, and modeled values training on the ‘forecast variables' subset.

Figure 16: Timeline on the Funny River fire daily MODIS counts showing observed values,
persistence baseline values, and modeled values training on the ‘forecast variables' subset,
uncoupled from the previous day activity.

Figures 17 and 18 show some selected 2-week simulated forecasts for the Funny River
fire using ECMWF archived model data. Figure 17 shows an early forecast period similar to the

uncoupled model results, under-forecasting the peak at day 5 and over forecasting the prolonged

zero period afterwards. In fact, the simulated forecast even more strongly under forecasts the day
5 peak even with a short lead time. Figure 18 shows a later timestep of the model. With the

updated initial conditions, the ensemble median accurately forecasts the zero period and the
small peak around day 18 with about a week of lead time. This result likely indicates that the

over forecasting of the zero period in figure 17 was due to error propagation. Poor model

performance likely derives from unusual fuels and heavy suppression. Similarly, poor
performance is seen in the Anaktuvuk fire (see Table A1) which burned in unusual Tundra
vegetation but with no suppression.
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Figure 17: Timeline on the Funny River fire daily MODIS counts showing observed values,
persistence baseline values, and 2-week forecasts generated using archived ECMWF weather
model data from day 0.

Figure 18: Same as in Figure 17 from day 9.
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Chapter 4 Discussion

4.1 Usefulness in Forecasting

The overall model performance analysis highlights several interesting fire danger

predictors. First, the model highlights vapor pressure deficit and precipitation as the most critical

weather variables. This finding largely fits in-line with recent research (Coffield et al., 2019; Ziel
et al., 2020). Cloud cover was also highlighted as critical, but its physical importance is likely

exaggerated by the use of MODIS data. Although the importance of previous day fire activity is
certainly exaggerated due to autocorrelation, its critical role in the model still highlights the

highly non-linear nature of fire growth. The lack of skill using CFFDRS showed these indices
are likely not useful for quantitative models, but their ability to add skill to station data supports

their operational use (especially since the indices are used more as conceptual tools than for

quantitative prediction). Some other variables are revealed as highly contextual. Windspeed, for
example, did not perform well in the two-variable model, but showed greater relative drop in
performance when removed as a single variable. This behavior implies the usefulness of
windspeed is highly dependent on the value of other variables. Such a result supports the

inclusion of wide suite of weather variables.

The case study examples, and overall model performance help contextualize machine
learning's possible role in fire forecasting for Alaska. While accurate short-term models already

exist, and broader index-based predictors are useful, there is a lack of medium-term quantitative

prediction. Machine learning has the potential to help fill this gap. Strictly speaking, given
‘perfect' weather information for a 1-day prediction, the machine learning model is able to

explain roughly 60% of the variance in MODIS counts. For such a complex system, this is a

respectable level of skill. Furthermore, the case studies explored in this paper indicate that the
model is relatively robust to error propagation. Peaks are generally well identified, though peak
magnitude can vary greatly. Given weather forecast data, high peaks are often identified with

about a week of lead time. It is important to note, however, that forecast lead time often varies
widely. Some peaks are well identified 10 days in advance while others are not forecast until the

day they occur. The gap between weather forecast predictions and 1-day predictions indicates
this is most often a failure in the weather model prediction rather than the machine learning
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model itself. While peak lead time varies widely, zero periods are usually well forecast with

longer lead times. This favor for predicting zero periods means false positive peak predictions
are rare. If a peak is forecast, an increase in fire activity is very likely, even if the magnitude is

uncertain.

Looking at current medium-term forecasting tools, FARSITE and FSPro provide obvious
comparisons (Finney, 1995; Noonan-Wright et al., 2011). Both are medium to long term fire

growth models used in wildfire prediction. FARSITE is a physical fire spread model used to
predict the spread of fire given a certain weather forecast over 1 to 5 days. It generates

geographic polygons with high temporal and spatial detail but cannot generally be used beyond 5
days due to lack of confident weather information. FSPro gives probability polygons for burned

area on real or hypothetical fires. These polygons are based on terrain, fuel type, and

climatologic weather conditions. The burned area polygons are simply given as final areas,
without information on timing. Such a tool is useful for large scale strategic planning on the
scale of 10 to even 30 days. Both models require detailed fuel and geographic information and

require substantial personnel training and time to use.

In contrast, the machine learning algorithm presented here does not provide geographic

information. What it lacks in geographic specificity it makes up for in specific timing
information. By integrating actual, real time forecasts, specific timing of peaks can be identified,
which is not shown in FSPro. In a physical model, small errors in prediction and

parameterization tend to add up, leading to error propagation. This issue is enhanced by the
spatial nature of FSPro and FARSITE. The simple, statistical nature of the random forest model
helps limit error propagation, allowing for longer predictions without reduced prediction quality.
The model is particularly good at identifying periods of reduced activity that other models may

miss. The Tonclonukna example showcased how the model can predict not only the start of
prolonged zero period, but also subsequent rapid flareups. The Alaska environment provides

ample fuels for fire to smolder and then rapidly flare. Being able to predict such flareups a week

or more in advance would be a great help for logistical planning. In addition, the case studies
show how the model can be used to display ensemble model results, giving a view into forecast

confidence similar to the probabilities used by FSPro. The machine learning model represents a
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possible middle ground between FARSITE and FSPro. Unlike FSPro it integrates real, long term
weather forecasts providing more detailed timing in the medium term. At the same time, it is
likely able to forecast for longer lead times that FARSITE alone and can display probabilistic

information via ensemble forecasts. If implemented as an algorithm, it would be much faster and
easier to run than either physically based model, since it could be easily automated to run over

any active fire, where both FARSITE and FSPro require manual analysis. The Rock example
also suggests the model could be used to estimate fire behavior with and without suppression,

though any efforts using a similar model to estimate the effectiveness of suppression would
require much more detailed study.

4.2 Model Limitations

The model presented here, both in its structure and data input, shows several important

caveats and shortcomings. First, it is critical to recognize this model predicts MODIS detections,
not fire spread directly. While these two variables are well correlated, they are not physically the
same. As such, the model results are likely to show extra bias to variables like cloud cover which
likely influence MODIS counts more than fire activity. This fact may be reflected in cloud

cover's high importance for the model vs other variables such as temperature. While the MODIS

aggregation likely alleviates some of the MODIS coverage problems, some of the observed
sporadic fire behavior (such as the Tonclonukna fire) is likely exaggerated by cloud and smoke
coverage. This may be partially accounted for by the inclusion of cloud cover as a predictor

variable but remains an important lurking variable when interpreting model results. In addition,
the use of previous day MODIS count as a predictor greatly inflates its own performance due to

autocorrelation. Autocorrelation could be better accounted for via the use of specialized time
series machine learning models. That said, the model's retention of skill when this variable is

removed in the uncoupled timeseries shows it may not be an issue for operational application.

Second, there are many important variables that are not adequately accounted for in the
dataset. For example, ignition both from lightning and spotting due to the fire itself is not

accounted for directly. This model can only forecast fires that are already on the ground. In
addition, the model lacks significant amounts of geographic information. There is no measure of

slope, aspect, or elevation. Vegetation information is similarly missing, only represented by the
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rudimentary conifer fraction. Furthermore, all weather information was presented at single
locations rather than along the active fire front. All these facts prevent the model from providing

useful geographic information, such as growth polygons, which is often critical for management
decisions. Much of the model's lack of skill is likely bound in these geographic deficiencies
which are critical to small scale fire behavior. For longer forecasts, however, errors in weather

prediction are likely more important. Much of this information was excluded because it is
difficult to integrate into machine learning without the use of much more complex algorithms
such as neural networks or the use of highly detailed information not available in Alaska.

Third, much of the included data is likely not sufficiently detailed. Fire is an inherently
local phenomenon with complex dynamics. Small change in surface, or weather variables can

have large cascading effects. The weather information used here is mostly derived from

reanalysis or from remote stations. Both sources fail to provide true weather and fuel information
along a fire front. While impressive for a global weather model, the resolution of ERA5 is still

coarse for short term fire prediction. Similarly, singular stations often fail to accurately address
local conditions, despite their necessary use in operational fire forecasting. Without access to
local information, the model will miss subtleties in non-liner wildfire dynamics, degrading its

overall performance and making in unable to estimate specific wildfire behavior. Thankfully,

more robust physical models already exist to help predict wildfire behavior on short, local time
scales.

Finally, the model results are inconsistent when applied to situations with critical unusual

characteristics relative to the training dataset. Like any machine learning algorithm, the model
here is only able to predict situations that exist in the training set. Any unusual situation, then, is

unlikely to be correctly forecast. The Funny River case study showcases this flaw. The high level
of fire suppression and beetle killed spruce provided a situation not well covered by other cases

in the training set. For these reasons, the model largely failed to accurately predict the fire's
growth. These issues demonstrate that extra caution is required in cases with strong human

intervention or unusual fuels. The Funny River example also shows, however, that continually
updating fire information can help correct the model and limit error propagation. In this way, the
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model may be able to account for some level of suppression, despite there being no explicit

measure of it in the dataset.

4.3 Future Work

Machine learning holds real potential for fire prediction, and there are some clear paths
for future improvement. First all machine learning projects rely on strong training data. The
dataset shown here can be further expanded to include several missing variables including
critical geographic information such as slope and aspect, more detailed fuel information, and

some measure of suppression (though management zone alone is likely insufficient). The model

would also benefit from more closely associating information to an active fire front, though this
would likely require a fundamental restructuring of the data structures presented here. Improved
fire detection algorithms could greatly aid in this process while alleviating some concerns with
MODIS like cloud cover (Waigl et al., 2017). Additionally, high resolution weather and fuels

information is not reliably available at such small scales. Improvement in these underlying
datasets could allow for more comprehensive use of geographic variables. All of these

suggestions would help improve the model's overall accuracy. Much of the lead time prediction,
likely controlled more by weather forecast accuracy than by machine learning accuracy, is

unlikely to improve much from dataset refinement. This same model, however, could be trained
on and applied to several different weather forecast models to understand their relative

performance and better showcase model uncertainty.

Paired with increased data breadth and resolution, a more complex machine learning

approach could be used. The use of neural networks, for example, could allow for the creation of

geographically specific forecasts. Long Term-Short Term neural networks in particular could be
used to refine time series predictions while explicitly accounting for the autocorrelation

introduced by the used of previous day fire history. More complex models could also allow for a
more quantitative analysis of model lead times and relative weather model performance. Such

work would require large sample sizes which may not be possible in Alaska. Rather than

predicting wildfire directly, machine learning could also be applied to correct and extend
forecasts from existing physical models. Such a hybrid approach could more easily integrate into

existing forecasting tools and techniques. The model could also be reframed to predict a measure
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of fire danger rather than MODIS counts explicitly. Such a measure could be useful in strategic

planning but would have to provide skill above existing indices such as the CFFDRS. In any
case, machine learning, once trained, can run relatively efficiently and in a more automated

fashion compared to physical modeling, which could be a benefit to fire forecasting on its own.

4.4 Conclusions

Machine learning provides exciting opportunities to explore and predict fire activity. The
random forest model explored here shows promising results for wildfire prediction. It is able to
leverage an array of variables to identify days of enhanced and reduced MODIS detections.

Peaks and lulls in activity are accurately identified, though exact magnitudes are often incorrect.
In this process, the model emphasizes the use of ERA5 weather variables in addition to

antecedent fire activity, highlighting the usefulness of variables like vapor pressure deficit for

use in quantitative prediction. By applying weather forecast data, the model generated simulated
wildfire forecasts. These forecasts show some success at identifying peaks and lulls in fire

activity. Effective lead time varied widely ranging between 1 and 10 days, mostly dependent on
the weather model performance. By providing specific timing and using real ensemble forecasts

for medium term prediction, a model likes this fills a potential open niche in fire predictive

services. Machine learning may be especially useful for its relative efficiency and ease of

automation. While certainly lacking many important aspects including geographic specificity,
this model underscores the potential of machine learning for wildfire prediction in Alaska and
provides a springboard for future research.
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Appendix

Figure A1: A comparison of the forecasting variables subset via 20-fold cross validation
using the described parameters vs the parameters derived from random grid hyperparameter
tuning. Note the slight improvement but no significant difference.
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Table A1: A table of some of the case studies analyzed for simulated ECMWF weather
forecasts. Fire information taken from AICC (2020). Generally larger, longer fires were
chosen to analyze long term model performance.

Select ECMWF Simulated Forecast Case Studies

Anaktuvuk River

07/15 - 10/01/2007

256,734

Approximate
Coordinates
(Lat/Lon)
69.00/-150.82

Dulbi Flats

06/25 - 07/15/2016

58,137

65.87/-155.77

Funny River

05/19 - 06/11/2014

196,610

60.37/-150.95

Isahutila

06/21 - 08/08/2015

149,395

65.91/-154.58

Minto Flats South

06/19 - 08/06/2009

517,078

64.65/-149.84

Rock

06/19 - 08/08/2015

142,650

65.00/-154.00

Tonclonukna Creek

05/24 - 08/12/2009

164,318

63.19/-153.29

West Fork

06/19 - 08/07/2015

59,532

66.35/-149.88

Fire Name

Burned Area (Acres)

Date Range
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